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Our sounds are carried through the air, in perpetual friction and splintering between bodies and 
movements. We exchange breaths, and through close listening, alternative and diverse modes of 
communication, - not purely mental but sensory - can be formed trough reciprocity and participa-
tion of different living beings.
The exhibition focuses on language as a dynamic force in relation with geological movements, 
looking across the concept of disfluency as a spontaneous disruption in the flow of language. 
Disfluency forms a deep interrelation with geological and ground discontinuity, resulting in sei-
smic and verbal quivering, hesitations, repetitions, prolongations, clots, or revisions. Language, as 
bodily phenomenon, accrues all expressive bodies, not just humans.
By challenging the notion of flow and fluency as a fixed and stable canon of reference, and di-
srupting the hegemony of the linear sequences and functionality as the sole productive logic, 
disfluency establishes a nonlinear thinking. It sets in motion on the cracks of fluency, configuring 
itself as an alternative for mending the tear between the human and more than human understa-
ting. Marco Giordano‘s new exhibition at the gallery Umberto Di Marino, titled Un---Shaped Breath
combines sculptural installations, wall pieces and works on papers. A range of different materials, 
from organic to synthetic and industrial, are combined to form new possibility of making.
An highly experimental technique has been developed for the sculptures, involving the remelting 
of lava rocks spewed from Mount Etna. This process re-enacts the so called ‘lava flow‘, reflecting 
on the geological movement from the inside to the outside of the Earth, in relation with the mo-
vement of speech from the inside to the outside of the human body, opening up alternative ways 
of communication with the more than human world.
A large elliptical sculptural installation invites the viewer to step inside the work and being sur-
rounded by geological formations retracing a volcanic eruption. A shrill of different materials, ori-
ginally extracted from and emerging from the ground, have been recomposed and arranged into 
bound up bodies with porous boundaries. Large wall pieces are one word visual poem made with 
letters that move and collide across the surface, disrupting the linearity of the word and playing 
on the edge of language, lingering on the liminal space between boundaries. This stimulates an 
alternative approach to the act of reading, disrupting its fluency and automatism by extending 
and slowing down time and speech. Giordano manifests other possibilities of relating through 
language and disfluent reading. The wall pieces are made using aluminium fiberglass - an heavy 
duty material adopted for industrial purpose for protecting the body form high temperature -, and 
thermoplastic - a plastic material for lettering and road marking, generally used as a standard 
system to convey direction lanes and speed by regulating human movement on roads.
Similarly, the works on paper, which are a part the artist’s daily practice, present personal thou-
ghts and research interests clashing on a sort of open book.
A frictive point glows. As it cools, it cracks, leaving a gap to be cultivated. Boundless, for potential 
connections.
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Marco Giordano’s research is articulated through different media, often taking shape of 
sculptural and performance-based projects that take over an environmental dimension.
He seeks to negotiate the agentivity between a given environment and the subjects inhabiting it, pro-
posing a vision of the human body as a place with porous boundaries, where multiple intentionali-
ties meet. Language often becomes an integral medium of his work, intended as a privileged sphere 
from which to look at the human attempt to operate a translation of the natural and organic realms.
His practice attempts to look into the cracks of our daily life – also called the intersti-
tial space, understood as a psychological, physical, temporal, and liminal state – where 
our boundaries are potentially dissolved, and conventional binary thought is put into crisis.
He used to collaborate with professionals and non-professionals and non-human entities, in or-
der to build together immersive installations with an introspective ethos in which human and 
non-human agencies intersect, establishing a holistic relationship between technology and the 
environment that we inhabit. He embraces a deep ecological approach that questions human 
subjectivity, highlighting a communal space that constantly relates the inside with the outside of 
our bodies, until the loss of their distinction. 
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